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In [7] Rieffel is concerned with a locally compact group G and the problem of 
flnding a concrete representation of L=(G) @L L*(G), the tensor product of the 
Lr(G)-modules 4(G) and 4(G). He shows that under some conditions Lp(G) @,r. L*(G) 
is isometrically isomorphic to a fun&ion space called A:(G). Motivated by a theorem 
of Gaudry ([l]; Ch. V, Th. 2.5), we show that for compact Abelian G, p > 2, p > 2 
this A:(G) is simply the well-known space A(G) which consists of Fourier transforms 
of elements in Ll(C?) (Th. 4.8). Moreover we consider the tensor product 
L,(G) @L L,(G), and show that the failure of the “multiplier result” ([3] ; example 6) 
in L,(G) @L L,(G) is general for non-discrete compact Abelian G (Th. 4.9). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A be a commutative Bsnech algebra. By an A-module we mean 
[6] a Banach space, V, which is an A-module in the algebraic sense and 
for which 
Iluwll<llall Iloll for all a E A and v E V. 
Let V and W be A-modules. A multiplier from V to W is a continuous 
A-module homomorphism from V to W. 
An isow$&m from V to W is an isometric multiplier from V onto W. 
The A-modules V and W are isonzor~hic (denoted by V N W) if there 
is an isomorphism from V to W. A continuous bilinear map 4 from V x W 
to a Banach space B is called balanced if +(a~, w) = $(v, aw) for all a E A, 
WEV, WEW. 
If V is an A-module, then V*, the dual of V, is an A-module under 
the adjoint action of A: 
(ak)(v) =k(av) for all a E A, k E V*, v E V. 
(w E V: au= 0 for all a E A) is a submodule of 8, which we call the 
09&r 82ib~dule, VO, of V. We call V order-free if VO= (0). We call V k3 
trivial A-module if VO= V. It follows from the Hahn-Banach Theorem 
that the submodule (V E V: k(w) = 0 for all k E ( V*)O} is equal to the closed 
linesr subspace spanned by the elements of the form av, a E A, v E V. 
This, we cdl the essential submodule, Ve, of V. V is said to be an essential 
A-module if V,= V. 
21 Indagationes 
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Obviously, the A-module I’ is essential if and only if V* is order-free. 
Moreover, there is a natural isomorphism (V/ VJ* N ( V*)O. 
If I’ and W are A-modules, then HomA (V, W) will denote the A-module 
of all multipliers from I’ to W with the operator norm snd the natural 
module multiplication. We remark that HomA (V, W) = HomA (I’, W,) for 
an A-module W snd an essential A-module I’. 
Let V and W be A-modules. Let V 8 W denote the projective tensor 
product [2] of ?’ and W as Banach spaces (i.e. the completion of the 
algebraic tensor product with the greatest cross-norm), and let 0 be the 
associated bounded bilinear function of V x W into V @ W. Let K be 
the closed linear subspace of V @ W which is spanned by all the elements 
of the form 
avOw-veaw, aeA, VE V, WE W. 
Then the A-module tensor product, V 8.4 W, is defined to be the quotient 
Banach space (V 8 W)/K [6]. Using the universal property of the pro- 
jective tensor product with respect to bounded bilinear maps from V x W, 
it is easily seen that V @A W has the expected universal property with 
respect to balanced bilinear maps from V x W. We give V @A W the 
natural module structure, since A is commutative. Hence, in the sequel 
we view V @A W as an A-module. 
Given VE V, WE W we will write v@w for vOw+K. 
In fact, there is a natural isomorphism 
(1.1) HOmA (v, w*) N (v @A w)*, 
under which the linear functional t on V @A W corresponds to the operator 
T E HOmA (V, W*) such that (TV)(W) = t(v ~3 w) for all v E V, w E W. So 
we have a representation of the space of multipliers from V to W* m a 
dual Banach module. 
2. TENSOR PRODUCTS AND MULTIPLIERS 
By the A-module 40 we mean the Banach space q of the complex 
numbers with the trivial module structure. If B is a Bsnach space, then 
the closed linear subspace spanned by a subset X of B is denoted by sp(X). 
LEMMA 2.1. If V is an A-module, then V @A qo is a trivisl A-module, 
and 
where v @ OL corresponds to LYV + Vc, v E V, LY ECHO. 
PROOF. By definition V @‘A40 = (V @ Cj)/sp{uv 0 a: a E A, v E V, a ECJ}. 
Moreover there is an isometric linear map from V i$J q onto V in which 
v 8 IY corresponds to OCV. 
By the associativity property for tensor products ([6] ; Th. 2.11) and 
Lemma 2.1 we derive 
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COROLLARY 2.2. Let V and W be A-modules. There are natural iso- 
morphisms 
THEOREM 2.3. Let V and W be A-modules. Then there is 
(i) an isometric linear map from 
(v @A w)/(v @A w), onto (v/v,) 8 (w/w,) 
whichcarriesv@W+(V@AW),to(v+V8)8(Wf~~),WEV,WEW 
(ii) an isometric linear map from 
(HomA (v, w)) o onto How (v/?'e, WO) 
which carries S E (HomA ( V, W))O to T E Homg ( V/V,, WO) defined by 
T(w+ V,)=Sv, w E V. 
PROOF. (i) There are isomorphisms 
(V~AW)/(~~AW)eN(B~AW)~A9ON~JA(W~AqO)N 
= v ‘%A (w/we) = (v/v,) @A (w/we). 
But as Banach spaces (V/V,) @A (W/W,)=(V/V,) 8 (W/W,). 
(ii) HOmA (qo, HOmA (v, w)) N HOmA (v @A 90, w) ([6]; Th. 2.12). 
Moreover (HomA (v’, W))O N HomA (go, HomA (v, w)) in a natural way. 
Thus there are isomorphisms 
(HomA (v, w))o = HOmA (v @A qo, w) = HomA (v/ VeTe, w) = 
11 HOmA (v/ ve, wo). 
But as Banach spaces HomA ( Vv/Ve, WO) = Home (V/V,, WO). 
COROLLARY 2.4. If V and W are A-modules then 
(i) v @A w is essential if and only if either v or w is essential. 
(ii) HomA (v, w) is order-free if and only if either l’ is essential or w 
is order-free. 
3. MODULES OVER BANACH ALGEBRAS WITH APPROXIMATE IDENTITIES 
In this section A is a commutative Banach algebra with an approximate 
identity of norm 1. 
Let V be an A-module. It is shown by Rieffel ([6] ; Th. 4.4) that there 
is an isomorphism 
A@AVEN~ 
which carries a @ w to aw. Moreover, V,= {aw : a E A, w E V}. 
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In view of this result and by the associativity property for tensor 
products it follows : 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let V and W be A-modules. There are natural iso- 
morphisms 
Let U and W be submodules of the A-module V. Then by I’= U+ W 
we mean that every element v in I’ can be written in exactly one way 
as u+w, where UE U and WE W. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let (q)jE~ be an approximate identity of norm 1 
for A and let V be an A-module. V= Ve+ Va if and only if there is a 
projection P from V onto Ve such that P is a multiplier. In this situation 
we have Pv= limj QV, for all v E V, l\Pll G 1 and the map v + v+ VO is 
an isomorphism from Ve to V/Vo. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let ‘v be an A-module. If there exists an A-module U 
such that Vc N U*, then V= V,+ Va. 
PROOF. U* is an essential, so an order-free A-module. Hence U = U,, 
and by Corollary 3.1 there is an isomorphism T from Vc @A U to V @A U 
such that T(av 18 u) = v @J au for all a E A, v E V, u E U. Hence the dual 
operator, T*, of T is an isomorphism from (V @A U)* to (I’, @)A U)*. 
From relation (1.1) it follows that we may view T* as an isomorphism 
from Horn.4 (V, U*) to Horn.4 ( V8, U*), so from HomA (V, Vc) to 
HomA ( Ve, V,) such that T*(S) is the restriction of S to Ve, for all 
S E Horn.4 (V, V,). This means that the identity map of Ve is the restriction 
of a multiplier P E HomA (V, V,). By Proposition 3.2, V = V,+ Vo. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let V be an A-module. 
(i) If V is reflexive, then V = Ve+ VO. Hence, reflexive order-free A- 
modules are essential. 
(ii) If V is a Hilbert space, then V is the Hilbert space sum of Ve and VO. 
PROOF. (i) is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.3. 
(ii) Suppose V is a Hilbert space. Let v E V. Then v=ere+vo, with 
ve E Ve and vo E VO. vo is a best-approximation of v in VO, because vo E VO 
and IIv-VO][ Q Ilv+woll for all wa E VO by Proposition 3.2. But in a Hilbert 
space there is a unique best-approximation and v-v0 is orthogonal to VO. 
If P is the projection of V into VO then the kernel of P is equal to 
{V E V: VO=O}={V E VI V=Ve}=Ve. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let V be an A-module. Then 
V*/( V*)O ~1 (V,)* ~zi HomA (A, V*) 
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where k+ (V*)c E V*/( V*)O, I E ( ?‘e)* and T E HomA (A, V*) correspond to 
each other if 7c E I’*, I is the restriction of il: to V8 a,nd (Ta)v=Z(aw) for all 
UEA, WEV. 
PROOF. It is obvious that the multiplier V*/( V*)O + (V,)* is an 
injection. Suppose 1 E (V,)*. Extend 1 to k E ?‘* such that 11111= Illcll. Then 
for all ko E (V*) 0 we have IJL+ (V*)$ < IlkI\ = 11111 Q Ilk+ koll, because 1 is the 
restriction of k+ kc to V,. Hence Ilk+ (V*)oll= 11111 and the multiplier 
I’*/( V*)O + ( Ve)* is an isomorphism. 
To prove the second correspondence, consider the isomorphisms 
(Ve)* N (A @A V)* N Horn.4 (A, V*). 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let V be an essential A-module. Then the map T 
defined by (Tk)a=ak, k E V*, a E A, is an isomorphism from V* to 
HomA (A, V*). 
4. TENSOR PRODUCTS AND MTJLTIFLIERS OF L(G)-MODULES 
Throughout this section G is a locally compact Abelian group. Let 3, 
be a Haar measure on G. We let Lp, 1 <p < 00, denote the usual Lebesgue 
spaces with respect to the Haar measure. Then L1 is a commutative 
Banach algebra under convolution, and L, becomes an Li-module when 
elements of LI act on elements of L, by convolution. The Banach space 
M of bounded Radon measures on G is also an Li-module under con- 
volution. CO and C, denote the submodules of L, of the continuous 
functions which vanish at infinity and of the uniformly continuous 
bounded functions, respectively. For compact G, CO= C. 
The natural embedding of L1 in M is an isometric multiplier. Now 
the adjoint action of Li on the dual of L, and the dual of Cc. For any 
number p, 1 <p < 00, we let $ be defined by 1/p + l/p’= 1. For a complex- 
valued function f on G let f’ be detlned by f’(8) = /(s-l), s E G. If 1 <p < 00 
and f E L,, then Tf E L,*t if we define 
T,(g)= J f g’cZ2 for all g E L,,. 
G 
The map f + Tf is an isomorphism from L, to L,*,. If p E M, then T, E C*, 
if we define 
T,(g) = J g’ d,u for all g E CO. 
G 
The map ,U -+ Tp is an isomorphism from M to C,*. 
We remark that L,, 1 <p < 00, CO and C, are essential Lr-modules. 
The essential submodule of L, is C, and the essential submodule of M 
is LI. 
We denote the dual group of G by 8. On c? a Haar measure is chosen 
such that the Fourier Inversion Formula is valid. If f E Li, then 4 is the 
Fourier transform of f. If G is compact, we will always normalize Haar 
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measure by the requirement that J(G) = 1. The Banach spaces &(G). 
1 gp<oo, are Li-modules, if the module multiplication is (f, h) +j.h, 
f~L1, hall. For lgp< 00, &,(G) is an essential &-module. We let 
A denote the space of Fourier transforms of elements in Li(G). Then 
A C Co and A = {f * g : f, g E La}. A is a Banach space if one defines the 
norm of & E A by \$$A= Ilklli, k E hi(G). It is easy to show that A is an 
&-module under convolution. The map Ic --f (k’)^ is an isomorphism from 
Ll(d) to A. 
For ,&-modules I’ and W we will write V 8’~ W and HomL (V, W) 
instead of V 81~~ W and HomL, (V, W), respectively. 
It follows from relation (1.1) that for lop, q~oa, Homt (L,, L,) is 
isomorphic to the dual of some Banach module: 
(i) If 1 <p < oo and 1 <q< 00, then we have isomorphisms 
Horn (&, Lq) = Horn (&, L$) = (Lp @L J$)*, 
(ii) If 1 <p < 00 and q = 1, then we have isomorphisms 
HomL (.I&, LI) = Horn5 (&, M) = How (J& C,*) =,(L, @L CO)*, 
(iii) p = 00 and q = 1. In [5] it is shown that for 1 Q r< 2 and non- 
compact G, HomL (L,, Lr) = (0). It follows from our Theorem 4.4 that 
HomL (Lao, Li) E A*, for compact G. 
Thus to represent the elements of HomL (Lr, L,J as elements of the 
dual of a concrete Banach function space, it is sufficient to represent 
LP @L L, and L, @L CO as such a function space. In [7] Rieffel is con- 
cerned with giving a concrete representation for the tensor product 
L, @L L,, where G is an arbitrary locally compact group. He defines a 
Banach space A& which is a linear subspace in L,, where r = oo if 
l/p+ l/q< 1 and l/r= l/p+ l/q- 1 otherwise. For compact G, 1 <p, q< 00 
and h (P, d<c=, he shows that L, @IL L, N A& For non-compact G, 
1 <p, q-c 00 and l/p + l/q> 1, he shows that L, @L Lp. II Af, if and only 
if every element in HomL (Lg, LP,) can be approximated by convolution 
operators in the ultraweak operator topology. For the Banach space A; 
see also Definition 4.7 and Theorem 4.8. 
In the sequel we are dealing with a representation for L, @L L, and 
L, @L C as function spaces under the condition that G be compact and 
Abelian 
THEOREM 4.1. Let G be a compact Abelian group. If 2<p, q-coo, 
then there exists an isomorphism 
L,@L&=A 
which carries g @ h to g * h. 
PROOF. Remark that for compact G and 2 < p we have L,, C Lz C L1. 
If g E L,, h E Lp then g * h= (((g sr h)^)‘)^= ((dh)‘)A, so 
lb * hllA = Il84ll< lldllzllflllz = lls11211h112 Q IlsllAl~lI~~ 
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The bilinear map (g, h) + g * h from L, x L4 to A is balanced. We show 
that A with this bilinear map has the universal tensor product property. 
First (g * h: g E Lp, h E L,) is dense in A, because the continuous charac- 
ters of G span a dense linear subspace in A. Let X be a Banach space 
and let rj from L, x L, to X be balanced. 4 is balanced, so if yi and yz 
are distinct elements of 8, then &vi, 7~2) = +(yi * yi, 74.) = +(yi, yl* ~2) = 
= c#+l, 0) = 0. Now d e fi ne T from A to X by Tj= z~j(y)qS(y, y), for all 
SEA. Then T is a bounded linear map and IjTjll<z~Ij(y)I \l$ll= Iljll~llc$ll. 
If g and h are finite sums of elements in G then 
T(g * h) = ; S?(Y) fLW dw, Y) = ; M(r) Y, &Y) Y) 
= 54 ; &r) Y, 5 474 Y) = 4k7, A)* 
But the set of all linear combinations of continuous characters of G is 
dense in L, and L,, so if g E L, and h E L4. then T(g * h) =+(g, h) and 
the theorem is proved. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let G be a compact Abelian group. 
(i) There exists an isomorphism 
C&C1:A 
which carries g 8 h to g * h. 
(ii) If 2<p<cu, then there exists an isomorphism 
L,&CNA 
which carries g @ h to g * h. 
PROOF. The proof of (i) and the proof of (ii), with 2<p<co, are 
similar to that of the preceding theorem. For p = 00 we have 
LcQ@LCNC@LC 
by Corollary 3.1 because C is the essential submodule of L,. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let G be a compact Abelian group. If S<p<oo, then 
there exists an isomorphism 
L,@LL~~NA 
which carries g @ h to g * h. 
PROOF. By Corollary 3.1 and the preceding theorem we have 
L,&LeezLp@~CriA. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let G be a compact Abelian group. If B<p<oo and 
1 <qg2, then 
HomL (Lp, L,) N A* 
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where T E HomL (Lp, Lp) corresponds to Q E A* such that (Tg)^(y) = 
=Q(yMy) for au 9 E -b, Y E Q. 
PROOF. Let 2<p<c0 and l<q<2. 
If q# 1, then by Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.3 we have 
HomL (,?&, L,J N HomL (LP, L$) N (LP 81~ L,t)* N A*, 
because 2 <p < 00 and 2 <q’ < co. T E HomL (Lp, Lg) corresponds to Q E A* 
such that 
J h’Tgdn=Q(g*h) for all gELp, hELq. 
B 
So if h= y E c? then (Tg)^(y) =Q(y) g(r) for all g E Lp. 
Suppose now that q= 1 and p # co. By Theorem 4.2 we have 
Horn& (Lp, LI) = HomL (Lp, 2cI) 1~ HomL (Lp, C*) N (Lp @L C)* N A*. 
The correspondence is obtained as above. 
Suppose now that q= 1 and p= oo. Let T E HomL (Lm, Ll), then 
T E HomL (L,, dd). But by Theorem 4.2 we have 
HomL (L,, M) N (L, @L C)* 1: A*. 
Thus, we have an isometric multiplier from HomL (L,, L) to A*, in 
which T E HomL (L,, &) corresponds to Q E A* such that (Th)^(y) = 
=Q(y)h(y) for all h E L,, y E d. We show that this multiplier is a sur- 
jection. Suppose that Q E A *. Then there exists an R E HomL (&, LI) 
such that VW(y) =&W(r) f or all g E LB, y E 8. The restriction of R to 
L, is denoted by 8. Then S E HomL (L,, LI) and ]]S]] Q llRll= ]]Q]]. Moreover 
(Sh)^(y) =Q(y$(y) for all h E L,, y E 8. But S corresponds to Qc E A* 
such that (Sh)^(y) =&c(y)&) for all h E L,, y E 8. Hence Q=Qc. This 
completes the proof. 
Note. A direct proof of the preceding theorem for 2<p< 00 and 
l<q<2 can be found in ([4]; Th. 5.2.4). 
THEOREM 4.5. Let G be a compact Abelian group. If 2<r, <co, then 
HomL (Lp, M) rr A* 
where T E HomL tLp, M) corresponds to Q E A* such that (Tg)^(y) = 
=&(7)&r) for all g E Lp, y E 8. 
PROOF. The proof is similar to that of the preceding theorem. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let G be a compact Abelian group. Let 1 QP < 2, then 
HomL (C, Lp) N A* 
where T E HomL (C, Lp) corresponds to Q E A* such that (Tg)^(y) = 
=Q(y)&y) for all g E C, y E 8. 
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PROOF. If r, # 1, then by Theorem 4.2 we have the isomorphisms 
HomL (C, LP) N HomL (C, Lst) N (C @‘L L,*j) N A* 
because 2gpkoo. For p= 1 we have 
Homt (C, Li) II HomL (C, M) Eli HomL (C, C*) N (C 8’~ C)* N A*. 
The correspondence is obtained as in Theorem 4.4. 
The preceding theorem also Provides a characterization of HomL (C, M) 
when G is compact Abelian, since HomL (C, M) =Homr. (C, Li). 
We now show that for 2 <p,, q < oi3 and compact Abelian G, the normed 
space A: of [7] is nothing else than the normed space A. 
DEFINITION 4.7. Let G be a compact Abelian group. Let 2 up, q< co. 
The bilinear map 4 from LP x Lg to C defined by +(f, g) =f * g, f E LP, 
g E L4, lifts to a linear map T from L, @ LQ to C, llTl[ Q 1. The range 
of T, with the quotient norm, will be denoted by A:. Thus A,4 is a Banach 
space of functions on G which is a linear subspace of C. In view of the 
fact that every element of l& 8 L4 has a certain expansion, we see that 
AZ consists of exactly those functions F, on G which have at least one 
expansion, converging in the norm of C, of the form h = zlf*=, fi * gt where 
fi E Lm sr E L-J ad x, llfdl&tllP<~* 
If F, E Ai, then the &-norm of h is jjhljD,p= inf (rp, Ilf&Jlg&: all 
ft E L,, gg E L4 such that h= r-, ft * gi in the uniform norm}. 
THEOREM 4.8. Let G be a compact Abelian group. Let 2gp,, q< co. 
Then as normed spaces we have Ai =A. 
PROOB. Let F, E A. Then h E C and [[h/j,= ll(h^)^ll, < l@lli = I(&. Now 
F,= 2~ R(y) y * y, the expansion converging in the norm of A. So 
k= 20 f;(r) y JC y, the expansion converging in the norm of C and 
s3 IlfiwMlPllvll* = z:s IbN <CO. Therefore, h E Ai and IlhllP,P< [@[IA. 
Suppose now h E A & then there are fg E LP, gz E Lg such that 
h=5 fi*gt, 4-I 
the expansion converging in the uniform norm and ~zlllf&Jlg& <co. 
But 
jg llfr * gillA = j)ld ~~lll+ llRll2llc%l2 = ~m7ll2 ~i~IllfillPll~*lIr < co. 
So r-, ft * gt converges, obviously to h, in the A-norm and 
IlhllA Q 2 llfr * gdl~ < dz Ilfdl~llsrll~~ 
4-l 
Therefore, IlhllA = IIhllp,p and A= A,P as normed spaces. 
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Note. For 2 <p,, q< oo and either p < oo or q--c 00, the preceding 
theorem is a consequence of Theorem 4.1, Corollary 4.3 and Rieffel’s 
Theorem 3.3 [7]. 
Now let us consider the tensor product L, @L L,. 
THEOREM 4.9. Let G be a compact Abelian group. Let (LOO @L L,), 
denote the essential submodule and (Loo @L L,)o the order submodule of 
La3 @L Lea 
(i) There is sn isomorphism (L, 8’~ L,), N A, which carries 
g@hh(Lco~~Lco)e to g*hEA, g,hELm. 
(ii) There is a natural isometric linear map from 
(Loo 63’~ L,)/(L, Ch Lm), onto (L&J) 53 (L&3. 
(iii) L, @L L, = (L, CAL Lm)e + (Lm @IL Lw)o. 
(iv) There is a natural isomorphism 
(Lcs @IL Lca)/(Loo @L~cQ)o= (Loo @L~ce)c. 
(v) (Lm~LLoo)o={~~lgt~.hrELoo~LLoo:~lSr*ht=O). 
Moreover, there is a homeomorphism from 
(L, @L L,)o onto (L,&) G (L-/C). 
PROOF. We know that C is the essential submodule of L,. 
(i) By Corollary 3.1 and Theorem 4.2 there are isomorphisms 
(Lmc3LLoo)eNC@LCNA. 
Here f * (g @J it) E (L, @IL L,), corresponds to f * g J, h E A for all f E Ll, 
g, h E L,. It follows by letting f run through an approximate identity 
of L1 that g @ h E (L, @L L,), corresponds to g * h E A. 
(ii) This follows immediately from Theorem 2.3. 
(iii) and (iv) By the universal tensor product property there exists 
am~pPformL,~~LootoAwhichcarriesg~htogJr~,for~llg,h~Lao. 
P is a multiplier and llP[j Q 1. The isomorphism in (i) is the restriction 
of P to (L, @ILL,),. Identifying A with (Loo @L L,),, we have a pro- 
jection, which is a multiplier, from L, @L L, onto (L, @IL La),. By 
Proposition 3.2 we now see that L, @L L, is the sum of its essential and 
its order submodule, and (L, @L L,)/(L, @L L,)o e (L, @L Lw)c, in the 
natural way. 
(v) Moreover, (L, @L L,)o = ker P = EmI gi @J hi EL, @L Lm : gt, hi E Lm 
such that r-, gr * h = 0). 
By (ii), (L, @)L L,)o is linearly homeomorphic to (L-/C) $j (L&Y). 
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Note. The preceding two theorems yield a partial answer to a question 
of M. Rieffel ([7]; p. 77) about the relation of L, @L L, and AZ. In this 
connection see also ([3] ; example 5). 
We conclude with a study of M @L M. Note that the discrete case is 
evident. Therefore, let G be a non-discrete locally compact Abelian group. 
MaEMs] is the closed linear subspace of measures in M which are absolutely 
continuous [singular] with respect to the Haar measure. Recall that we 
may identify Ma and L 1. If /J EM, then ,u=,u~+/.L, with ,U~E Ma and 
ps E Ma. Moreover, M = Ma @ MS, the direct sum of normed spaces. 
8 denotes the bounded bilinear map from M8 x MS into M, @ Ms. 
THEOREM 4.10. Let G be a non-discrete locally compact Abelian 
group. There is an isometric linear map from 
M @IL M onto (MS @ MS) @ M, 
in which ,u @ v corresponds to (,u8 8 vs, ,u t v-p8 * v8). 
PROOF. The bilinear map y from M x M to (MS I$$ M,) @ Ma defined 
by y@, v) = (,u8 8 vs, ,u * v -,u8 +C v8) is balanced and of norm 1. We show 
that the pair ((MS 9 MS) @ Ma, y) has the universal tensor product 
property. 
Let X be a Banach space and let I$ from M x M to X be balanced. By 
the universal tensor product property of (M, 8 M,, f3) there exists a 
continuous linear map TI from M8 8 M8 to X such that T&J 8 v) =+(p, v) 
for all ,u, v E Ms. Define the continuous linear map Tz from M, to X by 
Tdf) = 4(/s 61, f E M a, where 6 is the unit element of M. Now we are able 
to define our map T from (M8 8 MS) 0 M, to X by T,y, f) = Tl(y) + Tz(f) 
for all (y, f) E (Ma 8 MS) @ M,. T is linear and continuous and if ,u, v EM, 
then 
w&4 V)) = q%u, e Vs, P * V-rU8 k Q’s) 
=~l(~,e~s)+Tz(~*v-~s*vs) 
=$(/b, %‘s)++(p * v-ps * vs, 4 
=~(~us,vs)+~(~a*va+~Ua*vs+~~*vYa,6) 
= h%, Q’s) + 4hz,4 + &hz, 4 +4(/k, va) 
because M is Abelian and C$ is balanced 
=dh 4. 
Furthermore, let (y, f) E (M, 8 MS) @ Ma. Then 
IIT(Y, f)ll= IIWY) + T2Wll G max wm llTzllI* (IIYII + Ilfll) =G Il~ll(llYll+ Ilfll). 
so 
11~11 = IITYII G IITII < 11~11~ 
This concludes our proof. 
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Let (M 81~ M)e denote the essential submodule and (M @L M)o the 
order submodule of M @L M. It follows from the preceding theorem that 
,u 8 v E (M @L M)e if and only if either ,D E M, or v E Ma. 
COROLLARY 4.11. Let G be a non-discrete locally compact Abelian 
group. Then (M @LM)o#{O}. 
PROOF. Let Cd denote the group G with the discrete topology. There 
exist non-zero p, v E M(Gd) with b; = 0, so p * v = 0. Therefore there exist 
,u, v E M with p j, v= 0 and p8# 0, and vS# 0. By the preceding theorem 
thisimplies~~v#Owhilef~(y@v)=O forallfEL1. So M8~Mis 
not order-free. 
It follows that the tensor product of order-free modules need not be 
order-free. 
By the universal tensor product property we have a bounded linear 
map S from M&M to M such that S(,CJ@V)=~*V, ,u,v~M. S is a 
multiplier and llSj\ = 1. 
We also have a map T from M to M @L M defined by T(p) =p @ 6, 
,u E M. T is a multiplier and llT[l Q 1. Furthermore ST = Ida and so T is 
an isometry. 
Using these maps S and T we have 
THEOREM 4.12. Let G be a locally compact Abelian group. 
(i) There is an isomorphism (M @r. M)e N LI, which carries 
,u@vY(M@LM)~ to ~*VYE& p,v~M. 
(ii) There is an isometric linear map from 
(M @L M)/(M @L M)e onto Ma & M8 
which carries (p @ v) + (M @IL M)6 to ,us 6 vs. 
(iii) M 8)~ M=T(M)+ (M @L M)o. 
(iv) There is an isomorphism 
W@LM)/(M@LM)O-M 
in which p E M corresponds to (p @ 6) + (M @L M)o in the quotient 
spa,ce. 
PROOF. The proof of (i) is similar to the “L,-case”. Theorem 4.9 (i). 
(ii) This follows immediately from Theorem 2.3. It follows also from 
(i) and the preceding theorem. 
(iii) and (v) First remark that T(M) n Ker S = (0). Suppose 2 E M @IL M, 
then s=(TS)x+(x-(TS)x), where (TS)XE T(M) and x-(TS)xgKer S. 
So we have to prove Ker S= (M @L M)o. 
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Every element in M 8.~ M has a convergent expansion of the form 
C pi @ vi, pi, vr E M. 42 pt 8 vi) = 2 pi * vt. 
Thus 
z,u‘@vtEKerS if and only if &+vt=O. 
C~~@JV~E(M@ILM)O if and only if f*((I:@vf)=O 
for all /ELI. If /ELI, then 
f*((p463vt)= ~‘f*pd@v~= I:Q3(f*pf*w)= 
= Z:(f*@ c3 (/Q*v”I)=fcs (&4*vd. 
Nowlet~~@v~EKerS.Then~~urv~=O. Hencef*((w@vYt)=O 
for all f E L1, and 2 lus @ vi E (M 8’~ M)o. 
On the other hand suppose 2 pt 123 vl E (M @L M)o. If f E L1, then 
o=f*((~urv~)=f~P(~*~Yr). 
Hence 
So zw*vg=O and ZB @vgEKerS. 
(iv) By (iii) we only have to show that ,u + p @ 6 + (M 81~ M)c, is an 
isometry. If ~1 E M and II: E (M @L M)~J then x E Ker S and 
llru 8 6 + W @L M)oll Q ll,u @ 4= IIAI = Il(SO4l= IbW’(r) +4ll Q 
II~(Pcl)+4l=llP 63 6+41* 
Therefore our map is an isometry. 
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